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Is there implicit memory without attention? 
A reexamination of task demands 

in Eich's (1984) procedure 
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The relation between memory and attention has been of long-standing interest. Eich (1984) made 
an important discovery of implicit but not explicit memory for contextually determined homophones 
(e.g., taxi-FARE) presented in a channel to be ignored within a selective listeningprocedure. However, 
his slow rate of presentation of shadowing task materials may have allowed frequent attention shifts 
to the allegedly ignored channel. With a direct replication of Eich's timing parameters, we repro- 
duced his results, but when the attended channel was presented twice as fast as Eich's, implicit mem- 
ory for the to-be-ignored words vanished. Our results contradict claims of extensive semantic pro- 
cessing of unattended auditory information in this task. 

An important issue in the investigation of the limits of 
human cognition is the degree to which people process 
and remember events without paying attention to them. 
Considerable evidence exists that unattended informa- 
tion is not processed to such an extent that it subse- 
quently will be available for tests of explicit memory 
such as free recall or recognition (Kidd & Greenwald, 
1988; Norman, 1969; Treisman, 1964a, 1964b). Explicit 
(or direct) memory tests may be contrasted with implicit 
(or indirect) memory tests, which are designed so that 
prior exposure to the tested information may influence 
subjects' performance on the test, even though no in- 
structions are given asking subjects to recall that prior ex- 
posure explicitly. Implicit tests have often revealed mem- 
ory in cases where there was thought to be none, as in the 
amnesic syndrome (see, e.g., Graf & Schacter, 1985). Do 
implicit tests, in contrast with explicit ones, reveal evi- 
dence ofmemory for unattended information? Investiga- 
tions of the effect of manipulating attention on implicit 
tests in which subjects study to-be-tested items while si- 
multaneously performing a secondary, distracting task 
have provided positive results (see, e.g., Jacoby, Toth, & 
Yonelinas, 1993; Parkin & Russo, 1990). However, re- 
searchers have rarely asked subjects jillly to ignore items 
that are to be tested, and then examined implicit memory 
for the ignored information. 

An important, but isolated, exception is a report of im- 
plicit memory for supposedly unattended information by 
Eich (1984). He had subjects shadow, or repeat word for 
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word, a prose passage presented in one ear, while a list of 
critical word pairs was repeatedly presented in the other 
ear. Each of the word pairs consisted of a homophone pre- 
ceded by a descriptive word that specified the less com- 
mon of two possible meanings (e.g. taxi-FARE). Following 
the shadowing task, subjects displayed no explicit memory 
for the homophones alone (without the descriptor words) 
in a surprise recognition test. However, when asked to 
spell the same homophones in a test of implicit memory, 
subjects were more likely to give the less common spelling 
for the old homophones than they were for homophones 
that had not been presented during shadowing. This less 
common spelling corresponded to the context that had ap- 
peared on the to-be-ignored auditory channel (e.g., FARE in- 
stead of FAIR). These results were taken as evidence of im- 
plicit memory for the unattended homophones. This study 
has been cited more than 100 times. It may also be the only 
study that appears to meet what Greenwald (1992, p. 775) 
has called "the two-word challenge," described as "the 
task of demonstrating that attentionless unconscious cog- 
nition can extract the meaning of a two-word sequence." 

We were concerned, however, that the rate of presen- 
tation of the materials in Eich's (1984) shadowing task 
was such that considerable attention to the to-be-tested 
homophones might have remained. This caused us (and 
Cowan, 1995) to question Eich's conclusion that he found 
implicit memory without attention. One problem is that 
the attended prose passage was presented at a very slow 
rate of 85 words per minute (wpm). In selective listening 
research, the attended passage is typically presented at 
120-1 50 wpm (e.g., Moray, 1959; Treisman, 1964a, 
1 9 6 4 ~ ) .  The rate has been increased to 175 wpm without 
substantially impairing shadowing efficiency (Wood & 
Cowan, 1995). The slow rate of Eich's attended passage 
may have allowed frequent attention shifting to the to-be- 
ignored channel; without noticeable disruptions in sub- 
jects' shadowing performance. 
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Table 1 
Descriptor-Homophone Word  Pairs  

Set IA Set IIA 

Set IB Set IIB 

disc-BRAKE ( .  10)  thread-^^^^ (. 13) 
easy-PREY ( 13) sprightly--GAIT (. 13) 
window-PAYE ( .  15) right-~ERE (.23) 
Harper's-~ERR~ (.20) elastic-WAIST (.23) 
sneak-PEEK (.30) dramatic-ROLE (.25) 
~ ~ ~ S O ~ - C E L L  (.32) handily-wox (.25) 

discussion of attentional habituation, see Cowan, 1988, 
1995.) Such habituation is presumably needed to assist 
subjects in focusing their attention exclusively on the at- 
tended channel. 

In order to investigate the relation between attention 
and memory while addressing the concerns above, we car- 
ried out a direct replication of Eich (1984) but also tested 
conditions more favorable to focusing attention solely on 
the to-be-attended channel. In three different modifica- 
tions, the rate of presentation of items in the attended 
channel, in the to-be-ignored channel, or in both channels 
was changed to double what Eich used. 

Though we attempted as close a replication of Eich's 
(1984) procedure as we thought advisable, a few method- 
ological improvements should be noted. The first per- 
tains to Eich's use of half of the homophones from the 

garage-SALE (.35) a c h i l i e s ' - ~ l ~ ~ ~  (.33) shadowing task in the subsequent recognition test phase. 
strong-STEEL (.37) s a n d - ~ 4 1 ~  (.37) Whereas Eich always used the same half of the homo- 

Note-During the shadowing task, word pairs (as shown) were pre- 
sented in the to-be-~gnored channel. During the memory tests: only 
the homophones, shown here in capital letters, were presented. In 
Eich's (1984) to-be-ignored channel. the word Catalina was used in- 
stead of Hurperk  as  shown here. This change was made because 
Catalina is longer and less uniformly familiar to subjects than the 
other descriptor words. Normative probabilities of spelling each ho- 
mophone In the less common manner. based on Galbraith and Tasch- 
man's (1 969) norms, are in parentheses above. 

Similarly, the slow rate of presentation of the words in 
the to-be-ignored channel may have been detrimental to 
the maintenance of a singular focus of attention on the 
shadowed materials, instead drawing attention to the to- 
be-ignored channel. The rate was 1 word per second 
(wps) within a pair, with 2 sec of silence between word 
pairs. The pauses between word pairs may have pre- 
vented habituation to the to-be-ignored channel. (For a 

phones in the recoghition phase, we counterbalanced the 
homophones presented in the recognition test. Thus, half 
of our subjects were recognition tested on the same items 
as Eich's subjects were, and half were tested on the words 
that he did not use in that phase. Second, whereas Eich 
always presented certain homophones in the shadowing 
phase, to be used later as memory targets (old words), 
and omitted certain others from the shadowing phase, to 
be used later as foils (new words), we counterbalanced 
the assignment of homophones to the "old" and "new" 
categories. (Our counterbalancing scheme is described 
completely in Tables 1 and 2, taken together.) Third, 
whereas Eich read the recognition and spelling lists 
aloud to each subject, we digitized, recorded, and played 
the test lists using a computer and audiotapes. The test 
list items were thus made acoustically identical to items 
in the to-be-ignored channel in order to maximize the 
similarity between study and test. 

Table 2 
Stimuli a n d  Conditions of Eich (1984) a n d  the  Present  Study 

Stimulus Sets Used Channel Speed 

Group(s) Shadowing Phase Recognition Test Attended Unattended 

Eich (1984) 
1.4, IB IA (oId), IIA (new) slow slow 

The Present Study 

1 IA, IB IA (old). IIA (new) slow slow 
2 1.4, IB IB (old), IIB (nem) slow slow 
3 IIA. IIB 11.4 (old), IA (new) slow slow 
4 IIA, IIB IIB (old), IB (new) slow slow 
5-8 (Stimulus words as in Groups 1-4. slow double 

respectively) 
9-12 (Stimulus words as in Groups 1-4, double slow 

respectively) 
13-16 (Stimulus words as in Groups 1-4, double double 

respectively) 

Note-Each counterbalancing group included 6 subjects, for a total of 24 subjects per at- 
tentional condition or 96 subjects in all. Stimulus Sets IA, IB, IIA. and IIB refer to word sets 
listcd in Table 1, though only the word in each pair shown there in capital letters was used 
in the recognit~on test. For each subject. all 32 of the capitalized words in Table 1 were used 
subsequently in the spelling test. Nonhomophonic filler items were also included in the ex- 
periment, as indicated in the text. The order of words in each phase was random. 
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Table 3 
Mean Performance Levels in All Conditions of the Present Study 

Attended To-Be-Ignored Old New Memorl 5.-. 
Channel Channel 4' M SD M SD ( O l d - h s n i  

Slow 

Slow 
Slow 
Double 
Double 

slolv 

Slow 
Slow 
Double 

slow 

slow 
double 
slow 
double 

slow 

slow 
double 
slow 

Eich (1984): Recognit~on 
.40 .24 .38 

Present Study: Recognition 
.48 .27 .5 0 
.54 .25 .44 
.52 .22 .42 
.45 .29 .39 

Eich (1984): Spelllng 
.35 .17* .23 

Present Study: Spelling 
.28 .02 .20 
.3 1 .07 .25 
.25 . I  I .28 

Double double 24 .23 .09 .25 .12 . 0 2  -0.03 

Note-.Means refer to proportion judged "old" (recognition) or spelled in accord with the context presented dur- 
Ing shadowing (spelling). Each mean for the present study 1s collapsed across the four stimulus counterbalancing 
groups depicted in Table 2 Sensitivity d'scores are based on group means. 'Eich (1984) reported separate SDs 
in the soelllng test for tested and untested words. The estimates shown above are averages across both of these . - 
(old. . I9  and .15; new, . I7  and .14). 

METHOD 

Subjects 
Nincty-six students (42 male, 54 female) were recruited from 

introductory psychology courses at the University of Missouri. 
Columbia. The subjects were native English speakers with no 
known hearing or speech impairments. 

Apparatus 
All of the stimuli were initially recorded on an audiocassette 

deck by one female speaker, who read from a computer monitor 
that displayed the stimuli at the desired rates. These initial record- 
ings were then transferred to a computer at a sampling rate of 
22.05 kHz with a dynamic resolution of 16 bits. The digitized 
rccordings were used to construct sequences for the attended and 
to-be-ignored channels, and for the memory tests. The constructed 
channels were then synchronized and output to separate tracks of 
an audiocassette tape for selective listening. and to both tracks at 
oncc for thc memory test lists. 

The subjects were tested individually in a sound-attenuated 
chamber. Stimulus tapes were presented over audiological head- 
phones. As in Eich's (1 984) procedure. the attended channel was 
always presented to the right ear, at an intensity of approximately 
72 dB (A) measured with a sound level meter and earphone cou- 
plcr; thc to-be-ignorcd channel was presented to the left ear, at ap- 
proximately 64 dB (A).  The subjects shadowed Into a microphone 
and were recorded on one track of a second tape deck, while the 
attended channel was transferred to the other track of that re- 
sponse tape deck. The memory test tapes each were presented bin- 
aurally at approximately 68 dB (A) .  

Stimuli and Procedure 
We used Eich's (1984) list of 32 descriptor-homophone word 

pairs, shown in Table I .  The normative probability of spelling a 
holnophone in its lcss common way (e.g.. FARE rathcr than FAIR) 
ranged from . I 0  to .40 as derived from Galbra~th and Taschman's 
(1969) norms and averaged ,240 for each of the two homophone 
lists. l'he number of letters for the two possible spellings of each 
hon~ophone was constant. In the shadow~ng task, each presented 
homophone was paircd with a descriptive word suggesting its less 

common spelling (e.g., taxi-FARE), as shown in the table. In the 
recognition test, only the words shown in capital letters were pre- 
sented. Moreover, in keeping with Eich's design, not every item 
was used in every experimental phase for every subject (though 
they were all used for every subject in the last phase, the spelling 
test). Table 2 depicts the words used i11 every phase of the exper- 
iment conducted by Eich (1984) and in our more completely 
counterbalanced and extensive experiment. 

Shadowing task. The subjects were informed that the primary 
purpose of the experiment was to determine how well people are 
able to comprehend a story while being distracted by other 
sounds. The subjects were asked to shadow the story presented to 
t h e ~ r  right ear and Ignore the distracting sounds presented to their 
left ear. The attended channel consisted of a 10-min passage from 
the humorous essay (Trillin, 1982) used by Eich (1984), recorded 
at one of two rates: Eich's rate of 85 wpm, or 170 wpm. 

There were two speeds of presentation of the to-be-ignored 
channel: the rate used by Eich (1984), and twice that rate. Re- 
gardless of rate, the to-be-ignored channel materials were pre- 
sented in the same overall order as were Eich's. Specifically, the 
presentation comprised the following, in this sequential order: 
(1) the alphabet from A to Z, once; (2) 4 noncritical buffer pairs 
consisting of a modifier and a nonhomophone (e.g., hilton-HOTEL); 
(3) 16 critical descriptor-homophone pairs (e.g., taxi-FARE) re- 
peated 8 times, in a new random order each time; (4) 4 other non- 
critical buffer pairs: and (5) the alphabet once more. 

Repetitions of the descriptor-homophone pairs were all exact 
duplicates of the originally digitized palrs. In Eich's (1984) con- 
dition, the alphabet was presented at 1 letter per second, and both 
the noncritical buffer pairs and the descr~ptor-homophone pairs 
were presented at I pair per 4 sec (specifically, 1 sec per word in 
a pair. followed by 2 sec of silence between pairs). 

In the double-speed condition. the timing of evcnts in the to-be- 
ignored channel was altered to increase their uniformity and 
therefore min~mize the likelihood of attention shifts to this chan- 
nel when the critical word pairs began. Thc alphabet still was pre- 
sented at an average rate of I letter per second, but letters were 
grouped into pairs taking up 1 sec, with 1 sec of s~ lence  between 
pairs. Thc word pairs, like the letters, were prcscnted at the over- 
all rate of 1 pair per 2 sec. tuiee E~eh ' s  (1984) rate. Each word pair 
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Figure 1. Recognition and spelling test scores expressed as the proportion difference 
between words that were old (presented during the shadowing task) versus new (not 
presented), as a function of the rate of presentation of materials in the attended chan- 
nel in the shadowing task. Each data point is based on 48 subjects. Error bars indi- 
cate 95% confidence intervals. 

took up 1.2-1.3 sec, complemented by 700-800 msec of silence 
between pairs. To fill the channel. the new rate required that all 8 
(rather than 4) noncritical buffer pairs be repeated both before and 
after the critical pairs, and that the critical-pair list be repeated 16 
times (rather than 8). 

The channels that were to be attended and ignored were pre- 
sented concurrently. The attended channel always began 2.650 msec 
before and ended 2,650 msec after the to-be-ignored channel. 
Each subject received one of four combinations of attended and 
to-be-ignored channel speed conditions: both channels as slow as 
Eich's (1984). the attended channel doubled in speed. the to-be- 
ignored channel doubled in speed, or both channels doubled (see 
Table 2). 

Memory tests. Following the shadowing task, all subjects gave 
a l-min spoken synopsis of the attended story. The subjects were 
then informed that a secondary purpose of the research was to de- 
termine whether they had any memory for the content of the to- 
be-ignored channel. 

Explicit (recognition) and implicit (spelling) memory test words 
were presented at a rate of 1 wps with 4 sec of silence between 
words, during which time the subjects responded. The subjects' 
verbal responses were recorded by the experimenter. For the test 
of explicit memory, the subjects were to listen carefully to each 
word in the list, decide whether that word was "old" (previously 
presented in the to-be-ignored channel during shadowing) or 
"new." and rate their confidence in their decision on a scale of 1-6 
(1 = defitziteb old, 2 =probubb old, 3 =guess old, 4 =guess neMs, 
5 =prohah!y new, 6 = definite/!! new). This recognition test list in- 
cluded 8 old and 8 new homophones (as well as 16 filler items), 
selected in the same manner as were Eich's (1984). 

For the test of implicit memory. the subjects were asked to spell 
each word that they heard with the first spelling that came to 
mind. As in Eich's (1984) procedure. only one randomly ordered 

list of words was constructed for the spelling test. The list con- 
tained 16 old homophones and 16 new homophones (i.e., all 32 
items shown in capital letters in Table I), as well as 32 nonhomo- 
phone filler items. Half of the old and half of the new homo- 
phones in the spelling test previously had been presented in the 
recognition test. Although all subjects r e c e i ~ e d  the same spelling 
test list, the status of each homophone (previously tested vs. 
untested in the recognition test) varied across subjects according 
to the counterbalancing scheme shown in Table 2. 

RESULTS 

We expected that the subjects might show implicit 
memory (but not explicit memory) for meaningful in- 
formation presented under conditions of distraction, but 
not when attention was more strongly focused away from 
that information. Specifically. we anticipated implicit 
memory for homophones biased by descriptor words 
presented in the to-be-ignored channel of a selective lis- 
tening task in the condition in which the rates of presen- 
tation of the shadowed and to-be-ignored materials were 
relatively slow, as in Eich's (1984) procedure. Such rates 
presumably would allow subjects' attention to shift rapidly 
between the shadowed and to-be-ignored materials with- 
out interrupting shadowing performance, allowing some 
attention to be paid to the subsequently tested homo- 
phones. In contrast, we anticipated that there might be 
no implicit or explicit memory for those same homo- 
phones under conditions in which attention was more 
fully directed away from them through the use of stimulus 
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Figure 2. Recognition and spelling test scores expressed as the proportion difference 
between words that were old (presented during the shadowing task) versus new (not 
presented), as a function of the rate of presentation of materials in the channel to be 
ignored in the shadow4ng task. Each data point is based on 48 subjects. Error bars in- 
dicate 95% confidence intervals. 

materials in which the shadowed channel, the to-be- 
ignored channel, or both channels were presented at twice 
the speed. 

The mean scores in all conditions of this experiment, 
as well as those of Eich (1984) for the sake of compari- 
son, are reported in Table 3. The figures, however, depict 
difference scores obtained for homophone items by sub- 
tracting a proportion obtained for new items (those not 
presented in the unattended channel of the shadowing 
task) from a proportion obtained for old items (those pre- 
sented in shadowing). For the recognition test, the scores 
that were involved were the proportions of items judged 
to have been presented in the shadowing task (confi- 
dence ratings of 3 or less); whereas for the spelling test, 
they were the proportions of items spelled according to 

\ 
the less common of two lexical interpretations (which, 
for the old items, matched the context that was presented 
in the shadowing task). For either type of test, a differ- 

[ ence score reliably greater than 0 indicates memory of 
the unattended materials. The figures also show a 95% 
confidence interval for each data point. 

Figure 1 shows the recognition and spelling test scores 
as a function of the rate of presentation of materials in 
the attended channel in the prior shadowing task, col- 
lapsed across other factors. With a slow presentation rate, 
we replicate the result obtained by Eich (1984). Specifi- 
cally, the recognition test difference score does not reliably 
differ from 0 ,  whereas the spelling test score clearly is 
greater than 0 .  With a faster presentation of the attended 

channel's materials, the results are quite different. The 
recognition test score may be slightly greater than 0 
(though that is not certain), but the spelling test score no 
longer can be shown to differ from 0. The most impor- 
tant finding here is that doubling the speed ofthe attended 
channel eliminates the tendency to spell words according 
to the context that had been presented in the unattended 
channel in the shadowing task, as we anticipated. 

This demonstrated limitation in the generality of 
Eich's (1 984) finding cannot be attributed to a difference 
in the statistical method of assessment. For example, 
analyses of variance of the spelling test scores revealed 
a significant difference between old and new items for the 
subjects who received a slow attended channel [F(1,92) = 

17.48, iWSe = ,007.p < ,001 1, but not for the subjects who 
received a fast attended channel [F(1,92) = 2.03, MS, = 

,007, p > . l ] .  
Figure 2 is similar to Figure 1, except that the rates of 

presentation of the unattended (rather than the attended) 
materials in the shadowing task are examined. Once 
more, there is a hint that a fast presentation may allow 
some memory in the recognition task. However, overall 
there is no evidence of memory in the spelling task, with 
either presentation rate of unattended materials. 

Each of the data points in Figures 1 and 2 was based 
on means across 48 subjects receiving a particular speed 
ofpresentation of materials in the channel examined. Al- 
though this method of data presentation maximizes the 
reliability of the result, it does not allow for possible in- 
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Proportion Difference (Old-New) 
Figure 3. Recognition and spelling test scores expressed as the proportion difference be- 

tween words that were old (presented during shadowing) versus new (not presented), as 
a function of the rate of presentation of materials in both channels of the shadowing task. 
Data from Eich (1984) are also presented for the sake of comparison. Each data point 
from Eich is based on 16 subjects, and each data point from the present experiment is 
based on 24 subJects. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. 

teractions between the speeds of materials in the at- 
tended and unattended channels. To gain a more detailed 
view, Figure 3 shows the data for each combination of at- 
tended and unattended channel speeds, both for recogni- 
tion (top half of figure) and for spelling (bottom halq. 
The means from Eich (1984) also are included. The top 
half of this figure shows that there may well have been 
recognition of the unattended materials when the rate of 
either channel was doubled. The bottom half of the fig- 
ure clearly shows implicit memory of the unattended ma- 
terials as measured in the spelling test, but only when the 

unattended channel materials were presented slowly in 
the shadowing task. 

For the recognition test, similar results were obtained 
in a more detailed examination in which we recalculated 
the (old - new) difference scores using mean confidence 
ratings for each condition. With that scoring method, neg- 
ative numbers imply memory for old items. The means and 
95% confidence intervals were, for attended and unat- 
tended presentation rates both slow. 0.06-CO.34; for at- 
tended slow and unattended fast, -0.23-CO.27; for at- 
tended fast and unattended slow, -0.30-CO.28; and for 
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both fast, -0.19?0.25. Across all 96 subjects, the result 
was -0.17?.14, suggesting that there was in fact some 
recognition of to-be-ignored items. 

DISCUSSION 

The central question that we asked was whether there 
is implicit memory for truly unattended information, and 
our findings, contrary to the conclusion of Eich (1984), 
suggest that the answer is "no." We did find implicit mem- 
ory for homophones presented in a to-be-ignored channel 
under the slow presentation rate conditions that Eich 
used, but we suggest that this occurred because subjects 
under such conditions were able to pay at least partial at- 
tention to the to-be-ignored channel. With a faster rate of 
presentation in the attended channel, which controls at- 
tention much better, this finding was eliminated. Our re- 
sults indicate the possibility of implicit memory for in- 
formation presented under conditions of partial attention, 
but discredit the notion that implicit memory is revealed 
under conditions in which little or no attention is paid to 
the to-be-tested materials at the time of encoding. 

We are not sure why a hint of memory emerged in the 
recognition task when either channel speed was doubled. 
However, the finding may be related to the fact that the 
recognition test required only that the acoustic form of 
old words seem more familiar than new words, rather 
than requiring identification of which homophonic vari- 
ation was presented (as in the spelling test). 

The homophonic variation can be identified only if the 
homophone and its context have been processed to- 
gether, constraining the identification lexically or se- 
mantically, during shadowing. In terms of concepts com- 
monly used in the literature, the recognition task may 
have required more data-driven processing and less con- 
ceptually driven processing than did the spelling task 
(see Jacoby, 1983; Roediger, Weldon, & Challis, 1989). 
Speeding up the unattended channel could have assisted 
data-driven processing because each homophone was 
presented twice as many times as in the slow condition, 
and speeding the attended channel could have caused a 
greater reliance on data-driven processing because the 
better control of attention prevented conceptually driven 
processing of the unattended channel materials. It is 
worth noting, in any case, that Eich's 95% confidence in- 
terval for recognition was wide enough to encompass all 
of our recognition means. 

Although Eich's (1984) conclusion of implicit mem- 
ory without attention may be questioned, his experi- 
ment, as well as our direct replication of that experiment, 
did reveal an interesting dissociation between implicit 
and explicit memory. Eich's experiment is important, in 
that it was one of the first to report that disrupting atten- 
tion during encoding may result in memory on a poten- 
tially more sensitive test of implicit memory, but not on 
a potentially less sensitive test of explicit memory. Sim- 
ilar dissociations have been found by decreasing the at- 
tentional allocation during study (Jacoby et al., 1993; 

Merikle & Reingold, 199 1 ; Parkin & Russo, 1990), or by 
decreasing the duration of initial item exposure (Kunst- 
Wilson & Zajonc, 1980). 

Provided that the explicit and implicit tests involve 
identical stimuli and differ only in instructions, a finding 
of better performance on the implicit memory test has 
been taken to indicate the operation of unconscious mem- 
ory processes (Merikle & Reingold, 199 1 ; Reingold & 
Merikle, 1988). However, this refers to memory in the 
absence of awareness of the prior stimulus presentation at 
the time o f  test. A stimulus could be encoded with some 
attention,but not enough to allow awareness of it at the 
time of test. Eich (1 984) assumed that in his selective lis- 
tening procedure, the to-be-tested homophones ( I )  were 
initially perceived without attention, o r  unconsciously, 
and (2) subsequently were remembered unconsciously in 
the implicit memory tests. It is only with the former as- 
sumption (1) that we take issue. Subjects may well de- 
vote some attention to the to-be-ignored stimuli in Eich's 
condition, yet still not process these stimuli fully enough 
to permit awareness of the prior presentation during the 
memory tests. 

Holender (1 986) cautioned that evidence of deep pro- 
cessing of to-be-ignored materials may be due to atten- 
tion shifts to those materials that go undetected by the 
experimenter. In keeping with his suggestion, implicit 
memory may be evidenced in situations of distracted at- 
tention (see, e.g., Eich, 1984; Jacoby et al., 1993), but does 
not seem to occur when attention is strongly directed 
away from the materials to be tested (see also Wood & 
Cowan, 1995). It appears that for the present situation in- 
volving the integration of a descriptor and a target ho- 
mophone, one must have at least partially attended to the 
stimuli in order to have a meaningful memory represen- 
tation of them. It remains to be seen whether there is a 
more rudimentary form of implicit memory for stimuli 
that are totally unattended at the time of their presenta- 
tion, such as that indexed by simple semantic priming. 
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